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Professional boxing may not be an exclusively urban sport, but, at least in the 

United States, it is a quintessentially urban one. US-based boxing clubs are not merely 

physical places typically located within cities. More fundamentally, they 

characteristically constitute part of a physically precarious but historical and socio-

economically durable landscape of deprivation, disrespect, and disorder, commonly 

tly urban inflection of US boxing, one needs to 

understand how the attitudes, choices, and actions of urban boxers intersect with the 

America. 

It is precisely the intersection of professional boxing and American urban life that 

I want to examine in some detail here. To that end, I draw on several years of experience 

as an active member of a Kansas City boxing gym to explore some of the complex ways 

in which various forc -

understandings of those individuals who opt to pursue a professional boxing career in the 

States. The point of such an exploration is decidedly not to romanticize or aestheticize 

boxing or, for that matter, American urban life  there are, as we shall see, precious few 

-to-

however, do I want, in what follows, to reduce American boxers in stereotypical ways to 

so many effects of the forces and constraints of their metropolitan contexts, presenting 

 

Instead, the aim here is to provide an observer-participant description and mutually 

illuminating analyses of American boxers and the metropolitan milieu in which they are 

embedded. 

 

The relative obscurity of American boxers from places like Kansas City is 

surpassed only by the shabby and faceless gyms in which they train. While its neighbour 
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the Wild Card, Kansas City is home to boxers and boxing gyms whose names virtually no 

one outside of the city has ever heard  gyms like Eastside, the Whatsoever Boxing Club, 

and Authentic Boxing Club. Such marginal urban boxing gyms, and the many average 

club fighters who train there, are nonetheless crucial to the sport of professional boxing. 

To put the matter bluntly, those gyms provide the fodder upon which the sport depends 

for the continual matchmaking and staging of bouts between up-and-coming prospects 

prospects hone their pugilistic skills and progress in 

the calculating world of professional prizefighting. Kansas City, it is often said by 

or less the only time one sees modestly accomplished boxers from Kansas City compete 

in televised bouts is when a rising fighter from a gym 

replacement or tune-  

At one level, then, it is clear that the boxers who live and train in places like 

Kansas City are quite typical inasmuch as they are both subject to and yet very much an 

indispensible part of the brutal economic logic of contemporary professional 

prizefighting. Questions of fairness and morality aside, in boxing, unlike most 

professional sports, one can  and, for many good reasons, in fact often should  pick 

emerging professional fighters with talent and potential, as the longevity and future 

nents at the right times 

potentially better fighter) too early and/or too often in his or her career is almost certain 

to suffer physically and financially. 

Conversely, a fighter who is brought along slowly and given time to develop 

And yet, given the physical depredation inherent in the sport, even those boxers who are 

professional pugilism can  and all too often do  

ring inexorably begins to take its toll and their skills decline precipitously.  
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Not all professional boxers come from cities like Kansas City, that is to say, but if 

they are poorly managed or fight too long they almost always complete their careers 

boxing on a card held i -rate casinos or its local 

National Guard Armory. I was ringside and saw this happen in a Kansas City casino 

where Emanuel Augustus fought as the main event. A once superb boxer-puncher whose 

2001 epic battle with Micky Ward was named ESPN Fight of the Year, Augustus was 

clearly on the downside of his career and gave a lacklustre performance in narrowly 

defeating journeyman Marteze Logan. In the years since, Augustus has lost the majority 

of his fights in serving as a 

Provodnikov, Charles Hatley, and Vernon Paris. 

At a deeper level, however, the prosaic careers of the boxers who labour in 

prototypical urban gyms such as one finds in Kansas City provide a unique window into 

the everyday urban life in which American boxers and the sport of boxing are 

characteristically embedded. Here there is a profound tension between, on the one hand, 

the way in which so many professional boxers from such places serve merely as fodder in 

own reflexive attempts to assert their agency and articulate a unique kind of identity from 

within the confines of their local urban milieu. To put the matter somewhat differently, at 

the cultural level the interesting question is not so much about why anyone in a place like 

Kansas City would undertake a professional boxing career but rather how the practice of 

boxing  and the unique identity of individuals as boxers  comes to be articulated and 

gain significance in such harsh urban contexts. 

 

It was on a scorching July afternoon several years ago that I finally managed, 

after three unsuccessful attempts, to find Authentic Boxing Club. Housed in the basement 

of one of the many mostly abandoned ware- and packinghouses in the old industrial 

 or, more 

accurately, the entry door to the gym  with the help of a man who, along with two dogs, 

was scavenging in a dumpster nearby. 

inquired. 
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up, witheringly, through the late afternoon haze of dust and heat. 

nodded. The old warehouse seemed both threatened and threatening; years of neglect had 

given it the appearance of being dangerously close to collapsing under its own weight, 

and this precariousness in turn gave the building the general feel of a place better left un-

entered. I circled the warehouse, less as a prospective gym member than as an amateur 

building inspector. The few windows on the first floor were barred and covered, the 

gravel lot that surrounded the building was strewn with trash and more than one stripped 

and burned out car, and one side of the building had no windows at all. Only a heavy 

metal door punctuated the red brick. 

 When I opened the door, the smell and the heat were stifling. Bud-dum, bud-dum, 

bud-dum, ding-ding-ding  the sounds of the bags and timing bell were everywhere, 

mixing with the hip-hop beats of a thumping boom box. But the gym and the fighters 

could not be seen. To my immediate right was a staircase. From where I stood all that 

could be seen was cracked landline telephone dangling from the wall at the base of the 

stairway.  

I hesitated, and was about to leave when the phone rang, and a guy with a silvery 

ponytail moved into my field of vision to answer it. As he did so, he spotted me and 

gestured for me to come down. I started slowly down the stairs. By the time I reached the 

bottom he had hung up the phone. 

 

hing my first glimpse 

of the gym. 

 

 

ere today. Come back tomorrow. Gym hours is 

 

 Returning the next day, I meet coach Edgar. He takes me into his ramshackle 

office. In a few short sentences, I tell him that I used to box as an amateur, when I was a 
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kid back in Milwaukee, at the Martin Luther King Community Center. But it has been 

more than 20 years since I have been in the ring. I say that I want to train, get in shape, 

work on my skills, be a good sparring partner for his younger guys  in boxing parlance, I 

 

gives

Judging by your age, pro would be better for you. Might as well get paid. And I can 

 

direct the conversation. 

 

 

Weeks go by. With no air conditioning or fans, the gym is so goddamned hot that 

I come near to fainting during the first weeks. But, eventually, the work starts to feel 

good, and in another month or so I begin to get some of my skills back. The humidity and 

the smell and the roaches, the hip-hop lyrics and the sound of the bags and the bell  all 

these start to become familiar to me.  

The gym is ethno-racially diverse  most of the boxers are black, with the rest 

evenly split between Mexican and white. Later I learn that most of the black boxers live 

east of Troost Avenue, in an historically black district of the city that continues to serve 

as a locus of ethno-racial division and enclosure; while most of the Mexican and white 

boxers reside either in an area kn

ethno-  

New guys show up all the time  usually with baseball caps on sideways and 

crazy bandanas tied on their heads. Coach yells o

endure a kind of social invisibility. 

 Then one day one of the guys turns toward me during a minute interval between 

rounds on the speed bag and asks: 
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he says. 

 

With that exchange I slowly become visible to the other guys in the gym, and in 

In his mid-

professional scene. And he has the short-term memory loss to prove it. Once, when I 

know. Wh

 

-lean welterweight, Dennis is the 

best pound-for-pound boxer in the gym, and eventually ends up going to Las Vegas to 

train for a while. In the squalid locker room there is a poster with an image of Dennis 

never found out who made that poster, but I always liked it. And so did Dennis. 

, and Big Will, both big heavyweights; Jesse, 

sparring partner. In a heated spar later that autumn, Greg does me the courtesy of badly 

bruising my ribs. I take some time off from the gym to recover, and I am unable to write 

ough 

a chance encounter on my university campus, that Greg is in fact a student in my college. 

I also get to know Aaron, a decent welterweight who later that year ends up fighting Julio 

d round, but he 

never stopped talking about that trip to New York. 

a German film crew was in the gym, doing interviews 

for some project. It was a Million Dollar Baby had 

appeared in theatres, and the film crew seemed keen on talking to Franchesca and 
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drawing parallels between her and the lead character in the film. They asked her what she 

thought of the film. She  a hundred dolla 

was hardly rhetorical, as professional club fighters in 

places like Kansas City typically earn $100 per round, with 40% of the total purse going 

to their promoter. 

As time passes I also come to know the other players in the gym: Frank, one of 

-tailed guy who, as it turns out, owns the 

. All 

the g

pressures them to take fights as opponents  or on short notice. And I come to recognize a 

kaleidoscope of others  wives, girlfriends, brothers, sisters, lots and lots of kids, and 

various associates who come and go and often sit on the four or five beat up plastic chairs 

that line the exterior wall of coach Edgar

from day to day. On some days I see nothing but familiar faces. On other days, especially 

Fridays, of the 5 or 6 people training, only Rocky, Dennis and Aaron are familiar to me. 

Along with Rocky, Denis and Aaron, the boxer I get to know fairly well is Erik. A 

cruiserweight with a 2-3 record, originally from Gary, Indiana, Erik and I typically arrive 

to the gym early. Sometimes I see him sitting around the corner, leaning against the side 

of the building, smoking weed. We talk a lot. 

a boxer. I saw him box once in a local club; he got disqualified in the second round when 

he grabbed his counterpart and threw him, wrestling style, to the mat. 

One late August afternoon Erik and I were waiting for coach Edgar to open up the 

liquor cornerstore nearby, where you could get a fried chicken sandwich, french fries and 

a cola for $5.50. As she passed Erik shook his head, turned to me and said: 
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heard from him again. 

 

While Erik was a particularly hard case, it would be an understatement to say that, 

professionally speaking, the boxers at Authentic were nothing special: none of them went 

anywhere with their careers, they all earned precious little money, and only a few 

managed winning records. It thus became apparent to me that the gap between the sheer 

banality of their circumstances and their self-understanding and identities as boxers could 

only be understood in cultural terms. For indeed, despite their sub-par won-loss records, 

miniscule earnings, and a professional career that consigned them to fodder within the 

wider boxing world, the boxers at Authentic articulated and exuded a unique sense of self 

vis-à-

themselves expressions of autonomy and an achievement of a kind of style worth 

recognizing , simply being a professional 

boxer was in their world already a mark of distinction: even being recognized as a 

 

What I came to realize, in other words, was that the unique self-understandings of 

individual boxers could neither be separated from nor reduced to the urban milieu in 

which professional boxing in the US is embedded. Culturally speaking, to be a boxer in 

such places is to engage in a reflexive mode of recognizing and being recognized within a 

milieu of profound scarcity, violence, and disrespect. In this regard, everyday 

professional boxers, I came to understand, are never merely bearers of historical forces 

and socio-economic forces and constraints but also agents who actively scrutinize, 

negotiate, and transform themselves and their relation to the contexts in which they are 

embedded.1 

Indeed, the achievement of such a reflexive agency is remarkable, especially 

when one considers that most American boxing clubs are located in those sectors of US 

cities where the state  and the market  have largely retreated and where physical 
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violence and bodily insecurity is part of the everyday existence. In fact, deprivation, 

disrespect  and, especially, violence  pervade and largely come to define daily life in 

such places. The forms of agent-specific physical violence endemic to such spaces are 

many, and range from episodic street corner disputes regarding women and perceived 

displays of disrespect, to drug-trade related clashes over territorial control and more 

orchestrated gang-related retaliations (and here it hardly needs to be said that the bodies 

of more than a few fighters at Authentic were adorned with gang-affiliated tattoos). In 

(or withhold) physical violence at the right times and in the right ways is crucial to 

getting on with everyday life.2 

Yet in my experience it is clear that any account of professional boxing that 

reduces participation in the sport to mere individual effects of so-

-specific physical 

violence that American urban boxing gyms and the fighters who train in them are 

persistently situated. While such violence takes place in the foreground, as it were, of 

 one far less apparent  that 

backgrounds and deeply informs the urban milieu in which boxing is practiced in the US. 
3 Such violence, while certainly related to the agent-specific 

in 

terms of its functions and effects. 

Unlike agent-specific physical violence, structural violence is tacit and seemingly 

agentless. In the face of structural violence, agents typically feel and yet often struggle to 

make explicit and grasp the complex functioning and corrosive effects of such an elusive 

force on their minds and bodies and shared ways of life. Most generally, structural 

violence amounts to the more or less hidden ways in which macro-level forces constrain 

agents in ways that place them at risk  or exacerbate existing risks  for physical, 

economic, psychic, and social harm. 

In this regard, structural violence is a particularly insidious mechanism of 

constraint that engenders human depredation and suffering; it produces what, in another 

con

violence not only limits what can be thought and/or done. More fundamentally, its 
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diffusive power and refractive effects make it exceptionally difficult for individuals 

caught within it to see it and bring it into focus. In this way structural violence not only 

damages agents but also tends to hinder their power to scrutinize and articulate the causes 

al 

anthropologist Paul Farmer describes the link between human suffering and structural 

violence in Haiti in the following way: 

driven) processes and forces that conspire  whether through routine, or, as is 
more commonly the case, the hard surfaces of life  

too often defeats those who would describe it. (Farmer, 2003: 40) 
 

 Now, admittedly, Kansas City is not Port-au-Prince. Yet, in the context of a discussion 

of American boxing gyms and the urban milieu in which those gyms are 

characteristically located, two interconnected forms of structural violence must be 

highlighted he

daily lives of those individuals most likely to train in places like Authentic Boxing Club. 

 Ethno-racially, the principles of division and enclosure that inform the history of 

US c

locus of entrapment for many ethno-racial sub-groups. In fact, in built environments of 

 sites of ethno-racial enclosure 

where residents nevertheless managed to exert a certain measure of social stability, 

control, and neighbourhood organization  one finds today, amid the striking ruins and 

decay of once architecturally significant neighbourhoods, profound anomie, isolation, and 

degeneration of what were once functioning urban neighbourhoods the hood . 

In such cases it is evident that the structural violence visited upon certain urban 

residents cannot be explained merely by appeals to the history of race relations in 

American cities. One must also consider the more recent ravaging effects of the storm of 

-

disemboweled the manufacturing economies upon which so many urban working-class 

dwellers once depended for their livelihood, community stability, and economic dignity. 
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In th -

sharper and harder by the economic forces of neo-liberalism in US urban policy-making. 

What makes structural violence in US urban settings so insidious is not merely its 

effects, but how it comes to operate, subcutaneously, as it were, in the minds and bodies 

of individuals. Infection-like, the effects of structural violence course through the very 

in , as the saying goes. The 

pernicious effects of structural violence  of lives lived in a world where constraints are 

so durable and demeaning  

suggests. Indeed, the social death toll of structural violence in the American urban milieu 

is in many respects immeasurable. 

might even be tempted to claim that such violence generates precisely the kind of 

disrespected individuals most likely to offer themselves up, unwittingly, as fodder in 

professional boxing. Yet the notion that structural violence operates behind the backs  or 

over the heads  of all t

need only listen to the many hip-hop and rap lyrics blaring on any given day in urban 

boxing gyms throughout the US to hear references not merely to physical violence but 

also to the causes and alienating effects of structural violence.  

Towards the end of my time at Authentic, College Dropout (2004), a Kanye West 

thematized the reifying power of structural violence: 

 

 
But the people highest up got the lowest self-esteem. 
The prettiest people do the ugliest things 
For the road to riches and diamond rings. 
We shine because they hate us, 

 
buy back our 40 acres. 

And for that paper, 
 

Even if you in a Benz 
You still a nigga in a coupe. 
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Such lyrics resonated with gym members precisely because they expressed an 

understanding of the struggle for autonomy and recognition within the limits of a life 

unmasks the ideology of the race-transcending rags to riches story-line attached to boxing 

in the US  a story-line, one might add, that even a successful American boxer like Larry 

Holmes seemed to believe when he responded tersely to a question about his race by 

boxers in places like Authentic who sing his rhymes day in and day out know all too well 

 even the kind of lavish 

display of status enabled by economic success  are never quite enough. In the US, a 

black man in a Mercedes-Benz is st  

 

While there are many ways to explain how and why an individual becomes a 

boxer, one of the things that always struck me while I was in the gym was how a boxing 

club functions  almost magnetically  as the locus for the pursuit of freedom and 

recognition within constraints that individuals have actually chosen for themselves.4 For 

in voluntarily submitting themselves to membership in the gym, individuals deliberately 

choose to impose a wide and seemingly endless variety of limits on their habits of mind 

and body. Taboos on street-fighting, dietary restrictions, limits on sexual activities during 

training, continual adjustments to individual responses to pain, fear, and threat of harm in 

the ring, and the collaborative work of sparring  all these, as I came to understand first-

agency. In these and countless other self-imposed ways, boxers assert the kind of relative 

autonomy vis-à-vis constraints that is characteristically put out of reach by the constraints 

of structural violence in the US urban milieu.5 

In other words, we might, at least in the US urban context, be justified in thinking 

of boxing as the sweet science of constraints.6 In boxing, victims of structural violence 

manage to wrestle a realm of freedom, however limited, from a realm of painful 

necessity. Electing to adhere to the constraints of boxing  stepping into the gym and 

becoming, that is to say, a boxer  lends form and content to a unique identity that 

distinguishes an individual from others within the urban milieu. In the American urban 
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context, a boxer is not merely someone who fights by the rules and is good with his or 

her hands  a skilled athlete  but also someone to be recognized as having achieved a 

certain kind of autonomous urban self. Put differently, the sweetness of the sweet science 

of boxing lies in how the elective adoption of its constraints enables the reflexive 

accomplishment and recognition of a form of agency and identity all too scarcely realized 

 

In sum, from my vantage point the culture of boxing in US urban settings has 

little to do with physical violence or even so-called cultures of violence. Instead, 

American boxers take up a highly reflexive relationship with the durable but elusive 

constraints tacitly imposed by the force of structural violence in their own urban milieu 

and opt to pursue a different path in constituting their identities. To be sure, in opting to 

become boxers, individuals are undoubtedly churned, as it were, in accordance with the 

economic logic of the sport. But their self-understandings and identities as professional 

boxers are not reducible to that economic logic. On the contrary, American boxers 

undertake to constrain themselves in ways that enable unique presentations of self in a 

world where the conditions of possibility of such a presentation are strictly limited. Such 

a stylized understanding and presentation of self does not, of course, allow American 

boxers 

them to inhabit and be recognized in that location in a profoundly different way. 
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1 In an insightful boxing ethnography, Loic Wacquant makes a similar point when he suggests that 

 its temporal flow, its 
cognitive and sentient profile, its psychological and social complexion  in ways that put them in a unique 

 
2 In this regard, and as Wacquant rightly 

who opt to engage in the sport. 
3 The phrase appears first in Galtung and Hoivik (1971), but is developed more fully in Farmer (2003). 
4 Of course boxing is also, as Wacquant (1995; 2003) has suggested, a profoundly working-class 

on. But the culture of American boxing, as I hope to have demonstrated here, is less about supplementing 
low-wage incomes than it is about the reflexive pursuit of autonomy and recognition within a given urban 
context. 
5 On this point see also Wacquant, who alludes to the appeal of the enabling constraints of boxing when he 

from their oppressive circumstances and for expressing their ability to seize their own fate and remake it in 
 

6 In a related but different vein, I have pursued this characterization of boxing in pieces devoted to the 
philosophy of sport (2007) and Olympic boxing (2012). 


